MODEL: WDTP-10

Instruction Manual

Operator needs to read operation manual and familiar with the
operation before using.

Retain the manual for future reference.

STRUCTURES

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Test
1. Wear a pair of gloves to do the test.
2. Open a new test pack, remove the test cassette and the sample collector.

3. Switch On the device.
4. Press “Test” icon to start a new test.

5. Entre the information of the test.
 Empty fields will not appear on the printout.

6. Scan the bar code label of the test Cassette.

7. Details of the test cassette will be displayed. Press arrow to continue.

8. Place the sample collector sponge into the testee’s mouth, ensure the testee
wipes the inside of the mouth, cheeks, cavities and surface of the tongue,
then place the sponge under the tongue. Leave it in the mouth for 3 minutes
and until the colour indicator on the sample collector sponge changes to red.

9. Insert the sample collector into the test cassette as shown below, twist the
sample collector until it locks in place.

10. Wait until the control lines showed, insert the cassette into the device.

11. Once the cassette is inserted, the device will start reading the results. It
takes a few minutes for the test result to be stabilized, please wait (press Skip
button will display the result immediately, but this is NOT recommended).
After the result stabilized, it takes a few seconds to confirm the result.

12. The results will be shown on the screen.

Press arrow to continue.

OR
13. If drugs are detected, please arrange for lab test.
14. If the test cassette fails to work or control line does not show, the test is
“invalid”. Repeat the test with a new test cassette.

15. If there is an error message “Calibration Error” on the screen, please refer to
Function “Verification”.

16. Print test record if necessary.
 Empty fields will not appear on the printout.

Function
1. Press “Function” icon to enter the function setting.

Setting
Setting backlight level, timer for stabilizing result, auto backlight off time and auto
off time.

GPS
1. Longitude and Latitude of location of the device will be shown.
2. Longitude and Latitude of the test is stored and printed on the printout.
NOTE: GPS system only functioned 5-10 minutes after turn on the device. It
can only receive signal in open area. If there is no GPS signal, the Longitude
and Latitude will not be shown on the printout.

3G
3G Connection Setting

Wifi
Wifi Connection Setting

Verification
If the camera does not work or cannot focus correctly on the test cassette, or
error message appears, insert the test cassette in verification setting to adjust
the camera. Just press “Verification” button, and then insert a test cassette.

Record
1. Over 100,000 test records can be stored with the photo of the testees.
2. Select the record and view the details of the test record. Individual test
record can be print.
3. Press

to search test records by fields and press

Info
Check the software version of the device.

Time
Date and time setting

to confirm.

Advanced Setting

Only legitimated persons with password are allowed for advanced setting.
Please refer to Advanced Setting Instruction.

PRINTER
An attachable built-in thermal printer is used for the device.
INSERT PAPER
Pull the handle to open the printer cassette and inset thermal paper. When
inserting a new roll of paper, ensure glossy side of the paper is kept close to
dentation.
NOTE: If nothing can be printed, change the side of the paper and try again.
STANDARD TERMAL PAPER SIZE
6cm X 500cm

